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Surface Reconstruction Toolbox is composed by several executables files that can be used as standalones or integrate into other applications. The current release includes: RobustCrust: an algorithm based on the PowerCrust. It always return a watertight triangulation but only works on cloud representing a volume BallPivoting: tha famous algorithm from Bernardini that simulates a ball pivoting SCBMesher: triangulates million of points at speedlight, very useful on
model that requires millions of points to satisfy accuracy specifications. QuickTerrain: for terrain triangulations. It uses a fast Delaunay triangulator to tessellate surfaces in the z=f(x,y) form. Contact Us: Visit us at our homepage or email us: support@cabezol.com Features: 1- Support for PointClouds Representation 2- Support for VoxelColoredPointCloud and VoxelColoredSurfacePointCloud 3- Support for MVM and MCV point clouds 4- Support for common file
formats (snap_mesh, mach_mesh, snap_mat, snap_voxel, point_cloud) 5- Support for cubemap files 6- Support for OCC... This video demonstrates how to generate a mesh surface from a collection of scanned surfaces and how to triangulate the scan surface. We use a rotation tool to move the scanned surfaces into the correct orientation, and detect loop cuts and remove doubles. Using the "Polygonize and Triangulate Surfaces" tool we then generate a triangulated
mesh surface for each scanned surface. We triangulate each surface individually and use a blend tool to smoothly blend the triangulated surfaces. Using the different blend tools we can create a blended mesh surface, such as a scanned surface cut and pasted together. Surface Reconstruction Toolbox is composed by several executables file that can be used as standalones or integrate into other applications. The current release includes: RobustCrust: an algorithm based
on the PowerCrust. It always return a watertight triangulation but only works on cloud representing a volume BallPivoting: tha famous algorithm from Bernardini that simulates a ball pivoting SCBMesher: triangulates million of points at speedlight, very useful on
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A surface reconstruction toolkit that uses a robust triangulation technique based on the PowerCrust algorithm to generate an initial triangulation that needs less the 50 minutes for a typical terrain and feature model (see TestModel.rtf). The quality of the result is, in most of the cases, acceptable for the next step of the reconstruction. The reduction of the triangulation quality, relative to the initial model, depends on the type and shape of the surface. The reconstruction
process can be done through some different options (see HelpBar.bmp): From the help bar: to change the triangulation method to the option "RobustCrust", to set the number of points of the model, for example "500000" if you want a model with 500000 points, to set the number of iterations of the PC algorithm, if you are in a fast PC ("fast" mode), to perform the reconstruction with the option "SCBMesher" if you want to use a speed light algorithm instead of the
powercrust, to select the algorithm used to threasllate the surface in the form "BallPivoting", "QTMesher" or "QuickTerrain". Both from the command line and from the helpbar, you can also change a few parameters to modify the result of the triangulation. The following parameters are available: The no of iterations of the robustcrust The no of triangles generated by PC, in case that it is installed The new set of PC surface vertices that are generated by the PC
algorithm when you set also the PCITOL The new number of PCITOL, in case that is installed The number of points of the model The number of iterations of the SCBMesher algorithm The new set of surface vertices generated by SCBMesher when you set the SGCORRECT The new set of surface vertices generated by SCBMesher when you set the SGCORRECTTOL The smallest angle used by the SCBMesher algorithm, in case that it is installed The number of
iterations of the QuickTerrain algorithm The new set of surface vertices generated by QuickTerrain when you set the SGCORRECT The new set of surface vertices generated by QuickTerrain when you set the SGCORRECTTOL The 09e8f5149f
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* RobustCrust: RobustCrust is an algorithm based on the "Advanced Public License" published in the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) technical memo TM-1216-17. Basically RobustCrust needs: a surface mesh, a cloud that represents the 3D polygonal representation of the surface, points that represent the volume of the cloud and a tolerance. It also needs to know the area of the surface to compute the maximum distance between
points of the surface and the cloud (see TM-1216-17, page 6) But most important is that it needs the appropriate information to create a watertight triangulation. In particular it needs a set of locally linear constraints (expressed by means of a continuous "surface flip matrix" that can be downloaded from TM-1216-17, page 6. The main advantages of RobustCrust are: the ability to create watertight surfaces, the ability to create the triangulation without use a mesh. The
input is a 3D polygonal representation of the surface described by the edges and the vertices associated to them and the tolerance. The output of RobustCrust is a discrete surface triangulation. Supported formats are: Shape (.shp), PLY (.ply). Note: if the surface is convex, the output is a triangulation of the convex hull. * BallPivoting: * BallPivoting is an algorithm proposed by Bernardini, where it simulates a sphere pivoting in a box, and it is unique in doing so. The
pivoting process is done by the the alternate of convex hulls generation at the each pivoting. The BallPivoting works on any "point cloud" representing a volume. Input format supported are: STL (.stl), PLY (.ply), and some file formats generated by SURF Multi Plotter (*.mpl), Point Cloud (.asc), and IMAGINE (.img). Output format is: Triangles (.stl). The following parameters are available: Rotation speed in degrees per frame Sphere area (optional, default 1.0) Box
size (optional, default 0.1) Sphere radius (optional, default 1.0) Transform the input cloud into a triangular mesh with SURF mesh generator. The

What's New In Surface Reconstruction Toolbox?
Version: 3.0 Author: Stefano Conti (Main contribution) Last edited by Stefano Conti on 02/03/2016 03:10 PM Processing version(required) URIScheme:surface User argument(Optional) min_points(optional) The minimum number of points to be used to triangulate a surface in a random way. max_points(optional) The maximum number of points to be used to triangulate a surface in a random way. The main behavior when using the surface reconstruction toolbox is
based on the use of an algorithm. This algorithm always return a watertight triangulation of a surface but can work on cloud. It uses several navigator to speed-up the procedure and resolve problems in case of complexity. The program currently support: the triangulation of an isosurface (the input model don't need to be a conic section) the triangulation of a surface cloud (input model can be a conic section) the triangulation of a cloud with a known surface The
triangulations returned are deterministic (no randomness is used) and are supplied in the standard triangular mesh format (3D.LG, 5070). PROPERTIES 3D Properties 3D Properties(surface_reconstruction) Mesh vertices: mesh vertices. Vertices: num of vertices: Vertices: num of triangles: Triangles: EXAMPLES Running the surface reconstruction toolbox for an isosurface: To run the surface reconstruction toolbox for an isosurface you have to (always) specify 3
arguments: URIScheme:surface min_points=100 max_points=1000 min_mesh_density=0.05 Options: min_mesh_density=0.05 The minimal density between two points for a tetrahedral cell to be added to the triangulation. Example: URIScheme:surface min_points=100 max_points=1000 min_mesh_density=0.05 Example Surface: The surface reconstruction toolbox uses Navigator to guide the triangulation process.
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System Requirements:
• OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 (32-bit and 64-bit versions) • Processor: 1GHz • RAM: 1GB • Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Video Card w/64MB VRAM • Hard Drive: 100MB available space • Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Sound Card • DirectX: 9.0c The Xbox One Bundle includes • Xbox One Elite Controller
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